STUDY BIBLE WITH ELLEN G. WHITE'S COMMENTS (LARGE PRINT)
Back in Stock!

Back by popular demand! This may well be the best study Bible you ever own. Includes: Authorized King James Version with Ellen G White comments. Biblical maps & charts, the period between the testaments, the fourfold gospel narrative, basic Bible study, Bible concordance, scripture index to the writings of Ellen G. White, chronological tables, and color maps.

Only $69.95

CLEARANCE!
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
This book demonstrates that Greek texts from UBS to TBS fail to reach the perfection of the Holy Bible, where God's words shall not pass away.
Only $14.95

IN AWE OF THY WORD
Discover what translators and past generations knew – exactly how to find the meaning of each Bible word, inside the Bible itself.
Only $14.95

NEW KING JAMES OMISSIONS (10 PACK)
NKJV omits the word "repent" 44 times and many more!
Only $2.00

FIND MORE GREAT TITLES @HARTLAND BOOKS.COM